Citizens Bank & Trust Elects Spencer T. Cohn as New Board Member
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (June 17th, 2019) – Citizens Bank & Trust announces a new member in its Board of
Directors.
Spencer T. Cohn has been elected to the boards of Citizens Bank & Trust, and its holding company. Roger
M. Arwood, chief executive officer of Citizens said, “Spencer Cohn is a skillful financial executive who will
add innovation and energy in our boardroom. We are fortunate to now add the expertise Spencer brings
to Citizens in our quest of helping clients and other stakeholders succeed financially.”
Cohn is the vice president of Castle Creek Capital where he began in 2014. Prior to joining the firm, Mr.
Cohn worked at Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc. as an Investment Banking Associate in the Financial
Institutions Group. At KBW, he concentrated on mergers and acquisitions including bankruptcy structures,
recapitalizations and restructurings, and capital markets transactions.
Mr. Cohn is a Director of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and serves as Co-Chairman of the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation’s Tomorrow’s Leaders program (San Diego and Imperial Counties Chapter).
Mr. Cohn holds dual Bachelor of Science degrees in Finance and Accountancy from The University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and is a graduate candidate of the ABA Stonier Graduate School of Banking
at The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania.
###
Founded in 1889, Citizens Bank & Trust is the seventh largest bank headquartered in Kansas City, MO. Citizens is
locally owned and managed and offers services for personal, private, and commercial banking. Banking centers
located throughout Northwest and Central Missouri, including Kansas City and St. Joseph, along with easy-to-access
mobile apps and online tools make banking flexible and convenient. Citizens is committed to its communities to offer
education and support that accelerates financial understanding and success. Learn more about the Financial
Education program at www.GoCitizens.bank/education.php.
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